
From: Malcolm Roberts <catalyst@eis.net.au>
Subject: Fwd: Watched 'Clean Energy Bill' debate.

Date: 22 September 2011 8:46:43 AM AEST

Thank you, Douglas and Jim.

Pleased to see that some Libs are alive and kicking.

Will the Libs though ever use the mountain of documented evidence they've been given exposing the corruption that is the 
basis of government's carbon dioxide tax?

An empty government side of the house exposes ALP-Greens democracy at work. Shows their lack of respect for the 
supposed greatest moral challenge of their time.

Meanwhile, in the Senate:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ppa6fOfKURk&feature=player_embedded

At least Barnaby and the Nats are alive.

Malcolm

From: Douglas
Sent: Wednesday, September 21, 2011 8:06 AM
To: Jim 
Cc: 
Subject: Watched 'Clean Energy Bill' debate.
 
Hi all, sat in House of Reps gallery all day yesterday. The debate started at 09:30am in the morning. The gallery was 
closed at 12:30pm for lunch.
 
Question Time was at 2:00pm to 3:30pm as usual. The motion for the second reading of the 'Clean Energy Bill' 
continued on until 7:30pm.
By about 6:30pm in the evening, the ALP/INDI/GREENS completely ran out of speakers. With the Coalition still having 
37 speakers to go !
 
Highlights were:-
 
1)  Many Liberal and National MPs declared themselves global warming skeptics.
2)  There was a great speech comparing the RUDD/GILLARDgovernment techniques with the those in the George 
Orwell novel- '1984'.
3)  Another speaker dealt with the concept of the CO2 tax being illogical in terms of 'GAME THEORY'.
4)  Another, who was the only MP in the Parlaiment with a DOCTORATE in Science, gave a talk that would make Lord 
Monckton proud. He quoted from several peer-reviewed papers. However when he requested that the documents be 
tabled and included in Hansard, it was refused by SPEAKER Harry Jenkins.
4)  Many more were noteworthy, too many to mention.
5)  However none of the science based arguments were refuted by ALP speakers.
5)  Our speakers did us proud with the effort and enthusiasm put into their 15 minute speeches.
6)  These speeches were often given to an empty chamber on the Treasury Benches. The House Of Reps 4-minute-
Bells were rung on two occasions when the ALP MPs strayed away completely.
7)  Coalition MPs were greatly encouraged by our strong attendance in the People's gallery.
 
PS. Christopher Pyne was thrown out once as usual.
 
Good wishes to you all,
Douglas.=


